
Dance Movements
Grab a steering wheel and turn it from side to side
Hold a map with one hand, palm up. Point to it with the 
other hand while looking down at it.
With a “lost” expression, shrug your shoulders with your
hands at chest level, palms up
Like a sailor looking at the sea, put your hand over your
eyebrows
Raise your “claws” high above your head
Touch your temple with an index finger and show a look of
concentration
“Eureka” gesture: show an index finger and a big smile
Curve one arm in front of you, palm facing towards you, 
and wave others toward you rhythmically
Form your hands into binoculars, place them against your
eyes and look from side to side
Play rock ́n ́roll guitar!
Grab a steering wheel and turn it from side to side
Raise your “claws” high above your head
Grab a huge piece of pizza with both hands and bite into
it
Play the trumpet like a mariachi
Like the horns of a bull, place the backs of your hands on 
top of your head and point your index fingers upward

THE SONG REPEATS FOUR TIMES. ALL GESTURES
REPEAT, EXCEPT THE THIRD LINE OF EACH VERSE.

Grab a huge piece of pizza with both hands and bite into it
“Eureka” gesture: show an index finger and a big smile

Play the trumpet like a mariachi
“Eureka” gesture: show an index finger and a big smile

Like the horns of a bull, place the backs of your hands
on top of your heads and point your index fingers upward
“Eureka” gesture: show an index finger and a big smile

Song Lyrics

I´m driving in my purple car
I don´t know

where we are

I think I see

a polar bear
Maybe we´re in

Canada
Let´s go

Let´s see the world

With a guitar
And my purple car
Canada
Italy

Mexico
Spain!

VERSE 2:
.....I think I see a pizza
Maybe we´re in Italy
VERSE 3:
....I think I see a mariachi
Maybe we´re in Mexico
VERSE 4:
....I think I see a big bull

Maybe we´re in Spain
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